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phraseology in foreign language learning and teaching - 9789027232441 phraseology in foreign
language learning and teaching john benjamins publishing, 2008 2008 this book addresses the key role of
phraseology in second language acquisition and instruction. it is divided into three main sections: "extracting
and describing phraseological units "investigates the role played by native and learner phraseological units:
their instantial use and interpretation - phraseological units, which have a particular meaning in a given
natural language. so phraseological units have a figu-rative meaning, which differs from the literal meaning
that words usually (and considered in isolation) have. for that reason the study, knowledge, and command of
the actual use an ethno-linguistic approach to romanian and spanish ... - the present thesis, entitled an
ethno-linguistic approach to romanian and spanish phraseological units that contain religious terms, describes
an investigation into phraseology, a language compartment that is of particular interest to researchers, due to
its complicated nature and to the difficulty in defining its object of investigation. interrelation of language
and culture - academy publication - interrelation of language and culture. teaching of language and culture
in unison, or looking at the language from the prizm of the culture, customs and traditions of the ethnos allows
to throw light on a number of issues which emerge in the process of communication. in the context of
language and culture there appear new theoretical approaches. collecting, analysing and using
longitudinal learner data ... - collecting, analysing and using longitudinal learner data for language
teaching... and teaching. while a large number of learner corpus-based studies have already identified a
variety of linguistic features of learner language (e.g. lexical, grammatical, phraseological), more studies are
needed on the use of this data to multiple affordances of language corpora for data-driven ... - corpora
and their multiple affordances for language teaching. recognizing the currently marginal role of direct corpus
use in class settings, the authors suggest a range of advantages of using corpus data: access to authentic
language, increased language awareness, and learner autonomy. further, they provide from practice to
theory: the evolution of english pre ... - from practice to theory: the evolution of english pre-corpus
monolingual… 23 bailey’s eighteenth-century dictionaries (universal etymological english dictionary and
dictionarium britannicum) marked a change in dictionary content by following the bilingual tradition rather
than the monolingual one. printing the current eva page - ku scholarworks - language to elements from
sources deemed unacceptable while keeping it open to acceptable elements. on the basis of the selection of
targets we can construct a tax- onomy of puristic orientations (thomas 1991: 75-81). firstly, a language may be
closed to external sources. such xenophobic purism may be general or - more usu- on the evaluative
connotations of anthroponymic idioms in ... - on the evaluative connotations of anthroponymic idioms in
a contrastive perspective (based on english and italian) 1. evaluation in language in the present paper
evaluation is deﬁned as attributing a value to a person, an object etc. (szerszunowicz 2010a). it is worth
mentioning roles of general versus second language (l2) knowledge in ... - guo & roehrig: roles of
general versus second language (l2) knowledge 43 reading in a foreign language 23(1) as lesaux, rupp and
siegel (2007) proposed, the development of second language (l2) literacy skills is arguably more challenging,
compared with first language (l1) literacy. fifteen thousand useful phrases - the free information
society - fifteen thousand useful phrases fifteen thousand useful phrases project gutenberg's fifteen thousand
useful phrases, by greenville kleiser this ebook is for the use of anyone anywhere at no cost and with almost
no restrictions whatsoever. you may copy it, give it away or pt german literature pt german literature - pt
german literature pt german literature literary history and criticism cf. pn821+ germanic literature ... german
language for treatises restricted to a particular dialect, prefer ... with that dialect for treatises dealing with the
dialects as they appear in literature, from a linguistic or phraseological point of view see pf5011 special ...
richard j. alexander, vienna university of economics and ... - this entails both the contextualization of
language and the psycholinguistic chunking process, which are both very important in learning terms. on this
view language has no ontological existence outside of context. in this framework phraseological units are
"cultural units" as well as formal, linguistic units: phraseological the 9th international conference
“language, literature and ... - the 9th international conference “language, literature and cultural policies”
centres and (ex-) centricities ... translation of phraseological units, which are ‘culture-bound’ lexical units. the
study examines actual practices of ... how the notions of subjectivity and point of view have been constructed
and describe the different ...
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